The PADI Divemaster Course

The PADI Divemaster course is the first step on
the PADI professional ladder and a doorway to
working in the dive industry.
Internship,

Divemaster

Similar to an

candidates

must

familiarise themselves with all aspects of dive
theory, hone underwater skills and practice
working with both students and certified divers
alike.
The Divemaster course is typically conducted
over a 4 to 6 week period by our highly trained
and experienced Instructors. The amount of time
you are willing and able to give to the course will
determine its duration. It is very much a performance-based course, and flexibility must be allowed in scheduling.
Our Instructors have years of teaching and industry experience and are highly qualified.
The Divemaster course schedule includes a number of theory sessions where students must prepare for and
demonstrate mastery on 2 exams; topics include Physics, Physiology, Equipment, Dive Skills & the Environment,
and Dive Theory & the RDP as well as working in open water with both certified divers and students divers in
training. These theory sessions, in turn, serve as a foundation for future water work. Divemaster candidates gain
hands-on experience working with student divers by assisting Instructors with the logistics and planning of both
Open Water and Continuing education courses, such as Advanced Open Water and Rescue.
In addition, students must learn and
practice all aspects of leading certified
divers in Open water, including gear
assembly & selection,

delivering dive

briefings, conducting underwater tours and
navigation.

They must also perfect their

underwater

skills

to

a

‘demonstration

quality’ level which goes beyond just
mastering the skill, but learning how to help
others learn to master it as well. Besides
theory

and

candidates

water
must

work,
also
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Emergency Action Plan, a underwater
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mapping project, timed swims and tows to test stamina, and demonstrate mastery of basic Rescue skills and BLS
(Basic Life Support).
Whether you’re interested in just increasing your knowledge on
diving or in joining the ranks of the working pros, we feel that the
more exposure you get during your Divemaster Course to the varied
aspects of the dive industry the better. With that in mind, we at Go
Pro Townsville offer our Divemaster candidates additional training
beyond the course syllabus on equipment maintenance and repair,
tank filling, sales, and general dive shop operation.

We also

encourage our students to continue their education after their
Divemaster certification and, as such, we offer specialty instruction
and Instructor Development Courses at discounted rates. As if this
wouldn’t give you enough competitive advantage over other DMs
looking for employment, we will also work with you on your resume
to help you find a job.
The PADI Divemaster is the most sought after dive leader in the
industry. Internationally recognized training guarantees that upon completion of your DM Internship, you will be
equipped with the knowledge and skills you need to get ahead in the dive industry. With over 9 years of experience
around the world in the dive industry, ou can be sure that the level of training offered at Go Pro Townsville will be
second to none.
The cost of the Divemaster course is $1995. Prices are subject to change. Please check the website for the latest
prices or contact us directly if you have any questions.
More than 70% of the Earth is underwater, why aren’t you?
If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to contact our Training Director, Andrew Schofield at
andrew@goprotownsville.com or drop in for a chat.

Go Pro Townsville
Phone: 0432 950 290
Email: andrew@goprotownsville.com
Web: www.goprotownsville.com
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